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The composition of the mother phase plays a primary role in crystallization pro-

cesses, affecting both crystal nucleation and growth. In this work the influence of

solvents on urea nucleation has been investigated by means of enhanced sampling

molecular dynamics simulations. We find that, depending on the solvent, the nu-

cleation process can either follow a single-step or a two-step mechanism. While

in methanol and ethanol a single-step nucleation process is favored, in acetoni-

trile a two-step process emerges as the most likely nucleation pathway. We also

find that solvents have a minor impact on polymorphic transitions in the early

stages of urea nucleation. The impact of finite sizes on the free energy surfaces

are systematically considered and discussed in relation to the simulation setup.

1 Introduction

Fine chemicals and active pharmaceutical ingredients are typically produced in

crystalline form. In such case it is of great importance to control both polymor-

phism and particles morphology. Both these characteristics in fact contribute

crucially to the definition of key properties such as dissolution kinetics1 and

bioavailability2. Crystallization of organic molecules is typically carried out in

solution. Addressing the role of solvents and predicting their impact on the pro-

cess is therefore crucial to control and design crystallization. Solvents in fact

can influence both the crystal morphology as well as the bulk crystal structure3,4.

Crystallization proceeds in two subsequent stages: nucleation and growth. Nu-

cleation is the process of formation of the first stable embryonic structure of a

crystal, that eventually grows to become a macroscopic particle5. Understand-

ing the effect of the mother phase composition on crystal growth might allow

steering the crystallization process towards a predetermined outcome. As such, a

large body of experimental and theoretical work deals with the impact of solvents

and additives on crystal growth6–8.

In this work we focus on nucleation with the aim of uncovering the effect

of solvents on the nucleation mechanism by means of molecular simulations.

Studying nucleation from solution represents a challenge for both experiments

and simulations9,10. On the one hand nucleation is initiated at the molecular

scale, thus making its direct experimental investigation extremely challenging.

On the other hand, nucleation is a paradigmatic example of rare event, character-

ized by timescales that often more than not exceed those accessible to molecular
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simulations. Therefore, while molecular modelling techniques display the clear

advantage of providing an atomistic resolution of nucleation, timescale limita-

tions require to be properly addressed11. To this aim a variety of enhanced sam-

pling methods based on molecular dynamics have been proposed12,12–21. Tak-

ing advantage of these tools much work has been devoted to the investigation

of homogeneous nucleation in simple model systems like Lennard-Jones parti-

cles or hard spheres22–24. Recently however the attention has been shifted to

more complex and practically more relevant systems such as organic molecules

in solution11,25–34. In this work we use Well Tempered (WT) metadynamics, a

state-of-the-art enhanced sampling method that allows investigating nucleation

events in explicit solution12,35–38.

In particular, we focus our study on the effect of organic solvents such as

acetonitrile (ACN), methanol (MeOH) and ethanol (EtOH) on the nucleation of

urea crystals. Urea, despite being a simple organic molecule, exhibits a rich crys-

tallization behaviour that has been extensively investigated through both experi-

mental and computational studies8,29,33,39–44. It has emerged that different crystal

faces grow following different mechanisms8,41, and that solvents and additives

may substantially affect urea crystal morphologies that can range from needle-

like particles to compact tetrahedra40,43,44. A two-step nucleation mechanism

has been identified as the most probable pathway for homogeneous nucleation of

urea from aqueous solution33. Moreover, analysing both urea nucleation from

the melt29 and from aqueous solution33 it has been found that two polymorphs

compete in the early stages of nucleation: form I, the experimentally known urea

crystal structure and form II a metastable polymorph. In this paper we investigate

the effect of solvents on the nucleation mechanism of urea, focusing our atten-

tion on both the competition between polymorphs and on the dominant nucleation

mechanisms. Similarly to the nucleation of liquid droplets from a vapour45–47,

the simulation of crystal nucleation from solution is heavily affected by finite-

size effects33,48. In order to deal with these effects we shall apply the strategy

discussed in detail in Ref.33.

2 Theory and Methods

2.1 Reversible work of nucleation in a finite-sized system

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of crystallization processes in solution

are conventionally performed in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, in which tem-

perature, pressure and number of atoms are kept constant. When nucleation takes

place in a simulation box, the chemical potential of the mother solution inherently

couples with the size of the nucleus, as described in depth in Ref.33. This effect is

reflected in the free energy profile associated with the formation of a finite sized

crystal nucleus of size Nc. In Ref.33, the reversible work for the formation of a

crystalline nucleus of size Nc in a confined system is thus derived as:

(1)

∆Gℓ →c = −Nc kBT ln

(

γx

γ∗x∗

)

+ σ′Nc

2
3 + NtotkBT ln

(

γx

γ0x0

)

+ NskBT ln

(

γs (1 − x)

γs,0 (1 − x0)

)
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where: Nc is the number of molecules belonging to the crystal phase, kB the

Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, γi are the activity coefficients, x is the

actual molar fraction of the solute, x∗ the molar fraction of the solute at equilib-

rium with the solid, x0 its molar fraction in absence of any crystal-like nuclei,

Ns the number of solvent molecules, Ntot the total number of solute molecules in

the system, and σ′ the effective surface energy that takes into account both the

surface tension and the shape of the nucleus.

For macroscopic systems, where x ≃ x0 = const, this expression reduces to

the free energy profile derived within the context of Classical Nucleation Theory

(CNT) for a system at fixed composition:

(2)∆GCNT (Nc) = −NckBT ln

(

γ0x0

γ∗x∗

)

+ σ′Nc

2
3

The free energy profiles reported in Eq. 1 and 2, allow to determine the

thermodynamic stability of crystal nuclei as a function of their size Nc in a finite-

sized or an infinite system, respectively5.

The most relevant consequence of the confinement effect is that the stability

of the solution does not depend only on supersaturation S = γ0x0/γ∗x∗, but also

on the system size33,48. Three regimes (labelled A, B, and C) can be identified

as a function of the simulation box volume and of the initial composition of the

liquid phase for S > 1 (see Fig. 1):

A: the solution is supersaturated, however depletion effects render the

formation of a crystal nucleus unfavourable. In this case the free energy

profile described by Eq. 1 does not display stationary points, a critical

nucleus thus cannot be identified and any state comprising a crystal-like

particle is unstable with respect to dissolution.

B: the absolute minimum is still the homogeneous solution, however the

∆G curve is not monotonous, exhibiting both a local maximum and a mini-

mum. The latter is a state in which a crystallite is in metastable equilibrium

with the solution. The maximum instead identifies the size of the critical

nucleus that leads to the formation of the metastable state.

C: here the curve has a shape similar to that of case B but the local min-

imum corresponding to the small crystallite in equilibrium with the solu-

tion becomes the stable state, towards which the homogeneous solution can

evolve. Also in this case the critical nucleus size is defined by the location

of the maximum in the free energy profile.

Examples of typical free energy profiles in the three cases, together with the

domains in the space of the initial composition x0 and the system volume are

reported in Fig. 1. A detailed description and derivation of the nucleation free

energy profile in a confined system is reported in Ref.33.

From the free energy profiles defined in Eq. 2 and Eq. 1 we introduce the

correction term:

(3)

∆Gcorr(Nc) = ∆GCNT − ∆Gℓ→c

= −(Ntot − Nc)kBT ln

(

γx

γ0x0

)

− NskBT ln

(

γs (1 − x)

γs,0 (1 − x0)

)
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Fig. 1 Upper row Representation of characteristic free energy profiles calculated in

regimes A, B, and C. Lower row existence domains for regimes A, B, and C as a function

of supersaturation x0/x∗ and the number of solvent molecules Ns. Once x0 is fixed the

number of solvent molecules Ns determines the system volume, as

V ∝ (Ntot +Ns) = (1− x0)
−1

Ns

Table 1 WT metadynamics simulations of urea nucleation in MeOH, EtOH, and ACN.

Simulation conditions and parameters obtained from the fitting of the WT metadynamics

FES.

MeOH EtOH ACN

T [K] 300 300 300

x0 0.0978 0.1348 0.1245

Ns 2767 1926 2110

time [ns] 1×103 1×103 1×103

x∗ 0.0284 0.062 0.0019

σ′ [kJ/mol] 54.90 29.05 75.05

N∗ at x = x0 1665 991 108

That expresses the difference in free energy between a finite size system and an

infinitely large one at constant supersaturation33,46. In order to extract from finite

sized simulations information in the limit of a macroscopic system we shall thus

weight each configuration considering the correction term ∆Gcorr.

The previous discussion has important consequences on simulations, in fact

for computationally accessible system sizes we typically fall in case A, where

neither stable nor metastable states other than the solution are possible. The states
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in which the crystal has nucleated are to be found in the tail of the probability dis-

tribution and practically cannot be observed with unbiased simulations. Thus if

we want to explore these states we need enhanced sampling. In this work we

use WT metadynamics, an enhanced sampling method based on the deposition

of a history dependent bias potential that enhances the fluctuations in a coarsened

phase space defined by collective variables (CVs). In the following paragraphs

details on the CVs definition as well as simulation details are provided. The in-

terested reader can refer to a recent review49 for a detailed description of the WT

metadynamics method details and to Refs.29,38 for examples of WT metadynam-

ics simulations applied to nucleation processes.

2.2 Collective variables.

A key ingredient of metadynamics is the definition of collective variables (CVs),

the coordinates of the coarsened space in which the metadynamics bias poten-

tial is adaptively constructed49. Collective variables should be able to capture

the slow degrees of freedom associated to the rare transformation that is investi-

gated. In this work, WT metadynamics simulations were carried out using a set

of collective variables inspired by the study of urea growth from solution8,44 and

described in detail in a recent work on urea crystal nucleation from the melt29.

The CVs were implemented in PLUMED-1.350. The CVs are formulated with

the aim of accounting for both local density and the mutual orientation of urea

molecules. The general expression for the CVs, discussed in detail in Ref.29

follows:

S =
1

N

N

∑
i=1

Γi (4)

where N is the total number of solute molecules in the system and Γi is an esti-

mate of the degree of order for the single solute molecule, defined with respect

to a specific orientation axis of the urea molecule. In analogy to Ref.29,33 we

use two CVs: S1 =
1

Ntot
∑N

i=1 ΓCO(i) and S2 =
1

Ntot
∑N

i=1 ΓNN(i). Where ΓCO(i) and

ΓNN(i) account for the degrees of local order with respect to the CO and NN axes

within the urea molecule. ΓCO(i) and ΓNN(i) are defined as:

(5)ΓCO(i) =
ρi

ni

N

∑
j=1

fi j

(

e
−

(ϑi j−θ1)
2

2δ2 + e
−

(ϑi j−θ2)
2

2δ2

)

(6)ΓNN(i) =
ρi

ni

N

∑
j=1

fi j

(

e
−

(ϑi j−θ1)
2

2δ2 + e
−

(ϑi j−θ2)
2

2δ2

)

where:

− ni is the coordination number of molecule i.

− ρi is a switching function defined in the space of the coordination number

that decreases from one to zero when the number of neighbours of the ith urea
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molecule is less than a threshold value. As in Ref.29 a threshold of four neigh-

bours within a cut-off distance of 0.6 nm has been used.

− ϑi j is the angle between the CO or the NN axis of the i and j urea molecules.

− fi j is a function weighing the contribution of the relative orientation of neigh-

bouring urea molecules with their Cartesian distance.

− θ1,θ2 represent characteristic orientations for the CO and NN vectors29. In Eq.

5 θ1 = 0◦, θ2 = 180◦, while in Eq. 6 θ1 = 90◦, θ2 = 270◦.

− δ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian functions centered in θ1 and θ2. In

both Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 δ = 27.5◦.

A detailed description of the terms ρi and fi j can be found in Ref.29.

2.3 Analysis tools.

The addition of a bias potential with WT metadynamics12, alters the statistical

weight with which configurations are sampled. In order to restore canonical sam-

pling a reweighing procedure needs to be put in place36,37. This allows to analyse

the nucleation mechanisms by plotting the free energy surface (FES) relative to

variables different from S1 and S2. In particular we found the introduction the

variables (n,no) and (NI ,NII) illuminating.

The first pair considers the number of molecules in the largest connected clus-

ter. The difference is that to compute n we link molecules on the basis of their

distance and on the density of their local environment, irrespective to their rela-

tive orientation, whereas in no the relative orientation is also taken into account;

thus no represents the size of the largest cluster that is crystal-like, and n > no. In

order to calculate n we cluster molecules that have at least four neighbours within

a distance of 0.6 nm. Instead the connectivity criterion for no has the additional

condition that the order parameter ΓCO is greater than 0.5.

The variables NI and NII give the number of molecules in the largest crys-

talline cluster, with the structure of form I, and form II, respectively. To discrim-

inate between form I and form II molecules, both molecular order parameters

ΓCO and ΓNN were considered. Molecules were assigned to a form I configura-

tion if ΓCO > 0.5 and ΓNN > 0.3, and to a form II configuration if ΓCO > 0.5 and

ΓNN ≤ 0.3. The choice of these threshold values is based on the relative position

of basins identifying form I and form II configurations in the FES obtained for

urea nucleation from its melt in Fig. 3 of Ref.29.

Having defined a connectivity criterion, we identify the clusters using a depth-

first algorithm, similar to the approach used in Ref.51.

2.4 Simulation Details

Forcefield. In order to meet the requirement of an extensive sampling we have

chosen to simulate our systems with a classical forcefield. Similarly to what has

been done in previous works8,29,33,44, both urea and solvent molecules have been

explicitly represented using the Generalized Amber Force Field52–54.

Simulations setup. Three simulations were carried out in order to study urea

nucleation in explicit ACN, MeOH, and EtOH. All the systems have been pre-

pared distributing 300 urea molecules in an appropriate number of solvent molecules

(see Tab. 1). Urea molecules were dispersed in solvent using the genbox utility of
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the gromacs simulation package, three dimensional periodic boundary conditions

were applied. Production runs were performed at 300 K and 1 bar. The meta-

dynamics production runs were carried out for approximately one microsecond

each. Each system was at first minimized with the conjugate gradient algorithm

with a tolerance on the maximum force of 200 kJ mol−1 nm−1. A 20 ns unbiased

NPT equilibration of the systems was carried out prior performing the meta-

dynamics simulations. All the simulations were carried out in the isothermal-

isobaric ensemble at 1 bar using the Bussi-Donadio-Parrinello stochastic thermo-

stat55 and the isotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat56 as implemented in GRO-

MACS 4.5.457. The particle-mesh Ewald approach was used to calculate long

range electrostatic interactions, with a cutoff of 1 nm58. The LINCS algorithm

was applied at each step to preserve the bond lengths with 1 ×10−5 tolerance

and 4 iterations59. The time step used in the production run was 2 ×10−3 ps.

In our simulations the bias deposition stride was set to be 1 ps; the height of the

Gaussian bias rate was set to ≈ 2 kbT. The width of the Gaussian bias rate was

set to 2·10−2. In all simulations the WT algorithm was applied with a bias factor

of 20012,29.

3 Results

3.1 Reversible work of crystal nucleation

The expression of the free energy of nucleation in a closed, confined system for-

mulated in Eq. 1, has been derived under the hypotheses that: (i) only one nucleus

is formed, (ii) surface tension can be defined also for small crystal-like clusters,

and (iii) the nucleus possesses a well defined crystal structure. As discussed at

length in Ref.33, these hypotheses are considered only to derive an analytical ex-

pression for the reversible work of formation of a nucleus, and do not reflect the

complexity of the system evolution at the molecular scale.

In this first paragraph we report the free energy profiles calculated from WT

metadynamics for the nucleation of a single cluster of urea molecules in a crystal-

like configuration. We compare these free energy profiles with those derived from

the analytical expression reported in Eq. 1. In Tab. 1, the fitted values of σ′ and

x∗ are reported.

It can be seen in Fig. 2, that the finite size expression of equation 2 fits rather

well the data for all three solvents. Together with our previous results33, this

provides further validation of this equation. In the right column of Fig. 2, we

report the solvent-specific location in the parameter space of domains A, B, and

C described in the previous section. Their relative position and extension are

clearly solvent-dependent, reflecting the differences in x∗ and σ′.

The fitted values of x∗ display a solubility for urea in ACN at least 20 times

lower than in alcohols, in agreement with the experimental observations (Tab.

2). The relative solubility of urea in MeOH and EtOH, appears instead to rank

in the opposite order with respect to the experimental values. This discrepancy

reflects the typical energy accuracy of the molecular modelling approach used in

our simulations.

Consider for instance the thermodynamic driving force to crystallization

∆µre f = kBT ln(xre f /x∗) calculated with respect to a common reference state at
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Fig. 2 Left column Comparison between the analytical expression of the free energy of

nucleation of a crystal-like cluster calculated with parameters reported in Tab. 1, and the

free energy profile computed from WT metadynamics simulations for the nucleation of a

single urea cluster in solution. The analytical expression describes consistently the free

energy profile obtained from simulations and the correction term reported in Eq. 3 allows

to obtain the free energy profile in the limit of a macroscopic system at constant

composition x = x0. Right column Regimes A, B, and C in the domain of x0 and Ns. The

point corresponding to the simulation conditions is highlighted with a circle. Systems

prepared with similar initial conditions in the x0, Ns space may be affected by drastically

different finite size effects, depending on the choice of the solvent.

composition xre f (Tab. 2). It can be noted that the discrepancy between the cal-

culated and the experimental ∆µ values, as well as the difference in ∆µ between

MeOH and EtOH is of the order of kBT , the typical level of accuracy expected

from classical forcefields. The difference between ∆µre f between alcohols and

ACN is instead much larger than kBT , leading to significant differences in sol-
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Table 2 Solubility values obtained from simulation compared with their experimental

counterpart. To estimate the error in the ∆µ a common reference state at xre f = 0.3 has

been chosen. The value of xre f has been such that the reference state is supersaturated

with respect to all solvents, i.e. xre f > maxx∗. The particular choice of the reference state

does not influence the absolute error, reported in the last column.

x∗ calc. x∗ exp. ∆µre f calc. ∆µre f exp. |
∆µ

exp
re f −∆µcalc

re f

kBT
|

(kJ/mol) (kJ/mol)

MeOH 0.039 0.107a -5.13 -2.57 1.02

EtOH 0.062 0.04560 -3.94 -4.76 0.33

ACN 0.0019 0.0035a -12.65 -11.13 0.61
a Data obtained from the Open Notebook Science Solubility Challenge as of November

25, 2014 61.

ubility. It is interesting to notice that the highest discrepancy with respect to

experimental data occurs in the case of the most polar solvent, pointing towards

the lack of polarizability as a possible source of error.

Inserting these values in Eq. 2 allows reconstructing the theoretical free en-

ergy profile for an infinite system at constant composition x0 (See Tab. 1). Under

these conditions we find critical nuclei sizes (N∗) that far exceed the size of the

simulation box for MeOH and EtOH (see Tab. 1), thus implying that in the sim-

ulations of these two cases we are observing only the first steps of the nucleation

process. For ACN instead the critical nucleus for an infinite system at x = x0 is

estimated to be around 108 molecules. The differences in nucleus size estimated

for ACN, with respect to MeOH and EtOH can be rationalised analysing the de-

pendence of N∗ on concentration as predicted by CNT. Under the hypothesis of

spherical nucleus the critical size can be written as5 N∗ = 32πv2
0σ3/∆µ3, where v0

is the molecular volume, σ is the surface tension, and ∆µ the difference in chem-

ical potential between the solution and the crystal. This means that the critical

nucleus size for crystals of the same substance scales as N∗ ∝ (σ/∆µ)3. The term

at the denominator can be straightforwardly expressed as: ∆µ = kBT ln(x0/x∗),
assuming unitary activity coefficients. The estimate of surface tension σ requires

instead the formulation of a simplified model. Typically theoretical expressions

adopt the general functional form62–64: σ ∝ ln(Cs/Cl), where Cs is the solute

concentration in the solid and Cl its concentration in solution. As Cs is con-

stant by definition and Cl is very similar in the three simulations, σ is within the

same order of magnitude for all three solvents. In agreement with the simula-

tion results, the dependence of N∗ on the solvent results is dominated by ∆µ, and

therefore by the supersaturation ratio x0/x∗.

3.2 The nucleation mechanism is solvent-dependent

Single step vs. two step nucleation. As mentioned in the previous paragraph,

explicit solvent molecular simulations allow to obtain mechanistic information

on the nucleation process, helping to decrypt its inherent complexity. In this

paragraph we analyse the WT metadynamics simulations in order to estimate

whether urea homogeneous nucleation is a single-step or a multiple step process
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in each of the solvents investigated. To this aim we proceed as done in Ref.33 for

the nucleation of urea in aqueous solution, i.e. projecting the free energy surface

obtained from metadynamics simulations in the space defined by variables n and

no (see the Methods section). By definition n ≥ no, thus the free energy surface

assumes a triangular shape with finite values only above the n = no line. In order

to account for finite size effects the free energy obtained from WT metadynamics

has been corrected with the term reported in Eq. 3, calculated solely as a function

of no. In other words this means that we are considering only the crystal phase

as a separate phase that depletes the mother solution. Thus molecules belong-

ing to locally dense, disordered clusters are still considered as belonging to the

liquid phase. This assumption is equivalent to considering disordered clusters

as the result of local solute density fluctuations rather than a separate metastable

phase. In the (n,no) space a perfectly homogeneous solution is at the origin,

while in the upper right corner states characterised by a large ordered clusters

can be identified, and in the upper left corner large disordered clusters are repre-

sented. In this space a typical single step nucleation mechanism corresponds to

an ideal path along the diagonal, where every constituent in the forming nucleus

is crystal-like. In Fig. 3, the free energy surfaces F(no,n) computed from WT

metadynamics simulations of urea nucleation in methanol, ethanol, and acetoni-

trile are reported. For each of these surfaces the most probable pathway connect-

ing the homogeneous solution and the largest crystal-like cluster sampled during

the simulation is reported. The pathway is constructed as the locus of the minima

in F(n)|no the free energy profile in n at fixed no and plotted as a function of no.

Each of the points belonging to such pathway represents the most probable state

with respect to n, at no fixed.

From a comparison of the most probable pathways in the (no,n) space in

the case of MeOH and ACN it can be noted that, while in the former the evo-

lution towards larger nucleus sizes proceeds following the diagonal, in the latter

the most probable pathway proceeds at first across states characterised by a low

degree of order and then evolves towards more ordered states. The mechanism

of crystal nucleation in MeOH can thus be described as a single-step process

during which the crystal phase emerges from solution without intermediates: in

this case in fact small crystal-like clusters are self-assembled from solution. It

is important to note that in this case the formation of disordered clusters is still

possible, however the nucleation of crystal-like phase within disordered clusters

does not appear to be the most favourable pathway towards the formation of a

cluster with crystal-like structure. On the contrary, in acetonitrile, the formation

of an ordered phase within disordered clusters represents the most favourable

pathway. In analogy with the mechanism of nucleation observed in water33,

the most probable nucleation mechanism involves two steps: the formation of

locally dense disordered urea clusters and a subsequent nucleation of a crystal

phase within the dense clusters. In Fig. 3 these two alternative mechanisms are

illustrated with configurations extracted from the simulations in methanol and

acetonitrile. It is interesting to notice that the FES obtained in ethanol exhibits

a competition between the two mechanism, as while the single step process still

seems to dominate, the most favourable pathway coincides less precisely with the

diagonal. Moreover a secondary transition pathway associated to the formation

of crystalline domains within disordered clusters is also present.
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Fig. 3 F(no,n) computed from the nucleation simulations in methanol, ethanol,

acetonitrile and water (reported from Ref. 33). It can be observed that the most favourable

process follows a single-step mechanism in the case of methanol and ethanol (A), and a

two step process in the case of acetonitrile and water (B). Differences in the two

mechanisms are shown on the right with configurations extracted from the trajectories

obtained in methanol and acetonitrile, where urea molecules were coloured according to

their respective degree of crystallinity expressed through their ΓCO value, ranging from

red, for liquid-like molecules, to blue, for crystal-like molecules. In the snapshots

periodic boundary conditions apply.
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Crystal structure of the nuclei. In our analysis of urea nucleation both from

aqueous solution and from the melt we have identified two polymorphic struc-

tures appearing in the early stages of the nucleation process29,33. The structures

observed are the result of a replication in the three dimensional space of the inter-

molecular interaction motifs displayed by head-to-tail and cyclic dimers65. The

former gives rise to the experimental crystal structure (form I), while the latter

produces a distorted structure (form II) in which the relative orientation between

carbonyl bonds of neighbouring molecules is preserved, while the relative orien-

tation of the axis joining the two nitrogen atoms is changed29,33. In the previous

paragraph we have focused our analysis on the nucleation pathway in relation to

the development of crystalline clusters. In doing so we have considered nuclei

belonging to both polymorphs as crystalline structure contributing to the value of

no.

Now we make a step further and analyse the relative stability of the two poly-

morphs as a function of the cluster size. As shown in our previous work on urea

nucleation from the melt29, in the limit of an infinite crystal, form I is the most

stable polymorph in the temperature range extending from 300 K to the melting

temperature. This means that the polymorphic transformation between form I

and form II can be considered monotropic. However, for small finite-sized crys-

tal nuclei surface effects play an important role, and the relative stability between

form I and form II clusters becomes a size dependent property.

In Fig. 4 on the left column the FES in the (NI ,NII) space is reported for urea

nucleation in methanol, ethanol, acetonitrile, and water33. On the right column of

Fig. 4 the free energy profiles associated to the conversion of a cluster of constant

size from form I to form II are displayed. It can be observed that the nucleation

of small form II clusters appears to be favourite with respect to form I clusters.

The difference in the relative stability of the two forms decreases with increasing

the cluster size. This indicates that for larger clusters the surface energy contribu-

tions become gradually less important and the relative stability of the two forms

tends to the limit of an infinite crystal. This effect of size-dependent stability

of different polymorphs has been recently hypothesised also for the nucleation

of NaCl in water solution30 and is compatible with the Ostwald empirical rule

of stages66 whereby the least stable polymorph is the first appearing during the

nucleation process.

Let us now analyse the features of the free energy profile associated with the

conversion between form I and form II clusters. In Fig. 4 it can be seen that for

large cluster sizes the transition between form I and form II becomes a barrier-less

process. We interpret this feature as a consequence of the mechanism of conver-

sion between the two forms. Such a transition involves in fact a distortion of

the crystal lattice, taking place without relevant conformational rearrangements

of the solute molecules nor a dissolution step, as shown in Fig.5. The form I to

form II transition is thus not a solvent-mediated process, and can take place due

to characteristics of the urea crystal bulk26,29,33. In fact such a transition is ob-

served consistently across all solvents considered in this study. The barrier less

polymorphic transformation of crystal-like clusters from form II to form I is thus

confirmed to be dominated by the bulk properties of the crystal
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Fig. 4 Left column Contour plots of the free energy surfaces obtained for urea nucleation

in methanol, ethanol, acetonitrile, and water (reported from Ref.33) in the space defined

by NI and NII , the number of molecules in the largest form I or form II cluster (see the

Methods section for further details). Right column Free energy profiles associated with

the conversion of a crystal-like cluster from form I to form II for three increasing cluster

sizes. In each curve the number of constituents ncl is constant. Curves are extracted as

cuts of the FES reported on the right and normalized by the number of constituents.
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Fig. 5 Form I to form II polymorphic transition observed in clusters obtained from

simulations of urea nucleation in aqueous solution33. Intermediate structures visited

during the polymorphic transition are shown in order to highlight that the lattice

distortion does not involve conformational changes of urea molecules, but simply a

reorientation of urea chains within the crystal lattice. This transition mechanism is

observed for all solvents investigated.

4 Conclusions

In this work, taking advantage of the sampling of nucleation events made possi-

ble by WT metadynamics, we have investigated urea nucleation from methanol,

ethanol and acetonitrile solutions. The main finding of our analysis regards the

effect of solvent on the nucleation mechanism. While in acetonitrile a two-step

nucleation process emerges as most likely mechanism, in methanol and ethanol a

classical, single-step, process dominates. While in acetonitrile the crystal phase

is nucleated within amorphous urea clusters, in methanol small crystal-like clus-

ters are formed directly from solution.

On the contrary the competition between urea polymorphs is confirmed to be

present with similar features in all three solvents. In all three cases metastable

form II clusters are favored over form I clusters for cluster sizes reaching up to

approximately 50 molecules. For larger cluster sizes the free energy difference

between the two forms tends to progressively level off, with the transition be-

tween the two crystal forms becoming essentially barrier-less. These findings

indicate that, unlike the nucleation mechanism, heavily affected by the solvent,

the polymorph interconversion is dominated by the bulk structure of the urea

polymorphs.

To complete our analysis we show that finite size effects associated with solu-

tion depletion are not solely a function of the initial composition (x0) and system

size (∝ Ns) but also crucially depend on solubility and surface tension and thus on

solvent. These effects show lead to significant differences in the shape of the free

energy profiles calculated for systems prepared in similar x0 and Ns conditions

but characterized by different solvents.
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